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 It is estimated that 

over 1/3 of home 

health care patients 

require treatment for 

wounds. 

Almost 1/2 of those 

with wounds, have 

multiple wounds. 

Wounds in Home Care



Pressure Ulcers

Areas of damage involving the skin and 
underlying tissues caused by pressure 
and/or shear force.

Stages 1-4 

Unstageable

Deep Tissue Injury



Persistent area
of redness, usually
without a break in the 
skin, that does not 
disappear when 
pressure is relieved.

Stage 1



Partial thickness
skin loss that may 
look like an abrasion, 
blister, or shallow
crater.

Stage 2:



Full thickness skin 
loss, exposing
subcutaneous tissues. 
Looks like a deep crater.
May undermine 
surrounding tissues.

Stage 3



Full thickness of skin

and subcutaneous 

tissues lost, exposing

muscle or bone. 

May have dead tissue

present.

Stage 4



Full thickness tissue loss. 
Actual depth of wound 
obscured by drainage 
or dead tissue.

Unstageable



Localized area of 
discolored intact skin 
or blood-filled 
blister due to damage 
of underlying soft 
tissue from pressure 
and/or shear. 

Suspected Deep

Tissue Injury 



Shearing



Where They Occur
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Data from 2012 International Pressure Ulcer

Prevalence Survey 



Who Get Them



Breakdown of the 

outer layers of skin 

on the lower leg or 

foot, due poor 

blood return, which 

fails to heal .

Venous Ulcers



Diabetic 

Ulcers



Will progress if untreated



Dressings



Other Treatments Available 



Counties with wound care centers



Prevention See Dr. for injuries quickly

Moisturize dry skin

Protect from excess moisture

Be Careful not to injure legs/feet

Stop smoking

Keep blood sugars in target zone

Inspect feet daily 

Wear well fitting shoes & socks

Avoid extremes of  temperature

All Wounds 

Diabetic Wounds



Reposition frequently

Don’t massage high risk areas

Avoid shear forces

Good nutrition and hydration

Elevate and Move

Reduce Swelling

Treat Underlying Cause

Do not cross legs

Pressure Ulcers

Venous Ulcers



“There is no place like home.”
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